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La Scala 3000
TECHNICAL INFORMATION
COVERING
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WRINKLES &
VISUAL
APPEARANCE

Back cushion

Foam

Standard Comfort

FUNCTION

OPTIONS

Fiber

Plastic

Recliner

Sliding

WRINKLES & VISUAL APPEARANCE
Due to a combination of the elasticity of the covering, the nature of the interior construction and the design for comfortability of the product, the model may exhibit
differing levels of wrinkles.

Low

Medium

High

The models need to be dressed on a regular basis to maintain their appearance and the wrinkles should not be considered as a manufacturing defect, but a natural
characteristic of the product.

NOTES
A modern reinterpretation of a classic chester, the La Scala sofa, designed by Claudio Bellini, is
a masterpiece of craftsmanship, characterized by the straight lines along the perimeter that
surround the detail of the deep-buttoned upholstery and the softness of the cushions.
The interplay between interior and exterior gives rise to a sofa with a unique design, which is
also incredibly comfortable thanks to the fine padding inserted in the enveloping backrest and
deep seat.
A traditional model that even blends in with contemporary furnishing projects with elegance
and sobriety.
Tight Seat Cushion (the seat cushions of the models are fixed to the frame)
Tight Back Cushion (the back cushions of the models are fixed to the frame)
Without Feet Assembled (the feet will be in a bag inside the package)
Plastic Wrap (the model will be wrapped in a plastic bag)
Feet available in metal finishing 78 (Black Chrome)
Feet height 12,5 cm
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